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About This Game

Prologue
On April 6th 2009, the Carson family disappeared from their home in Richmond, and were never heard from again. The last
known communication with the family came when Mr.Carson contacted local police to report the occurrence of a series of

unexplained phenomena. The following events take place on the night the Carson family disappeared.

Description
The Night The Carsons Disappeared is a VR ONLY horror game that puts you in the shoes of Michael Carson. On April 6th

2009, Michael and his two daughters vanished and were never heard from again. In TNTCD you witness the events leading up to
their disappearance through the eyes of Michael Carson. This is the non-interactive version of the game. You do not need any
controllers. Sit back, and watch the horror unfold. Ideal if you want to scare family and friends at Halloween. The entire game

takes around 30 minutes (or less if you choose the shorter version via the menu screen).

Why Play The Night The Carsons Disappeared

 Who doesn't want to play VR horror games leading up to Halloween

 Only takes around 30 minutes (With the option to play a shorter version too)

 No controls required (just a headset), so don't worry about not being familiar with game controls
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 It doesn't require any prior gaming / VR experience

 Ideal for scaring friends and family

What's Next?
The interactive Vive version of the game is in development.

Important Notes

 This is a VR only game. Do NOT purchase this game if you do not have a VR headset

 The game is about 30 minutes long. Do NOT purchase the game if you will be unhappy with the length of the game.

 This is the Non-Interactive version of the game. Sit back and relax.
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Title: The Night The Carsons Disappeared
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stephen Long
Publisher:
Stephen Long
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Dual Core 2.33 GHz Intel or 3.0 GHz AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 8800, AMD Radeon 4850 or Intel HD Graphics 5200 or better (1GB graphics memory or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible

English
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Barely OK, easy, but awkward controls. Takes about an hour to play 50 simple levels. Then you can just try to get 3-stars on
each level, and grind to purchase other helicopters (the default one is fine). A few problems: (1) The controls are awkward. You
only have right & left which make you go up-right or up-left and it automatically descends in the last direction when not going
up & right/left. You might be able to use down to decelerate down-left/right faster, but is unecessary. (2) Your star rating seems
based in time, which includes your partner, not how many guys you rescued more than the bot, but you still have to rescue more
than the bot to proceed, and if the bot takes a while your rating is hurt. Still, I ended up with 1-3 stars per level on first try,
better if the bot crashed because it stops the time immediately if waiting for him. It is partly cooperative, pertly competitive
which is odd. (3) I don't see any point to buying other helicopters. It is so wonky as it is that I can't imagine controlling it if it
were faster. It was really ackward at first, but rather OK later. I was happy to reach level 50 and be done, but wasn't bad by then.

I was hoping it would be similar to Space Taxi (C64), but it plays nothing like it. I wouldn't recommend this to anyone, but it is
tolerable if you really wanted it.. This is the most fun a dollar can buy.
I don't want to live on this planet anymore.. Gives a amazingly uneasy feeling not knowing to move or stay still sometimes you
dont even want to look up or beside you and that voice could lure me to madness anytime!. This is a business simulator/tycoon
game (think Theme Hospital), but instead of a hospital or theme park, it's a game dev studio.

While the premise is okay, the developer for some reason used godawful retro pixel graphics. It's 2018, pixel graphics died in
the 90's when technology moved on. The choice of these kinds of graphics now is pure opportunistic laziness as developers can
use this as a flimsy excuse not to hire a proper artist.

There's some irony about a game development studio being made by a game developer so lazy/cheap they can't work out how to
do non-pixel art. Either way, shoddy lazy graphics ruin what could have been a decent game.. It's a good gag gift. The gameplay
is good but everything else is bad in my opinion.

The writing is dreadful... nit sure if it's tranlated but you'll read stuff like "Har ! Har ! Y - Your so stupid Har ! G - Giant"

The graphics are also terrible, but at the price I guess that's a given. Still, doesn't excuse it.

The gameplay itself is alright...

For a Breakout clone, it's unique because it's set in a horror universe. Lots of cool power ups but seems like the game was
written to appeal to the kids with raging hormones.

Cool tower system reminiscent of games like Mortal Kombat. You move upward as you progress. Not bad.

I can't recommend it... not even for $0.99 Sorry. If there is one thing I can't stand, it's badly written dialogue.

Will I play it again? Maybe. I don't know, I might just uninstall it and be one with it.. Jogo muito interessante. Muito mesmo. Há
muitas possibilidades devido à aleatoriedade da criação dos sistemas solares. Recomendo fortemente.. Doesnt even run. Same
feature set as free version available from fans. Wasted $5 for a game I really liked when it came out a long time ago.
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I LOVE this game, i cant stop playing it, the story is not the best, but the amazing and rich gameplay makes totaly up for it. So i
really recomend this game to anyone, old and young!. Very enjoyable. Reminds me of MotorStorm on the PS. If your into that
type of game, this is worth a buy! Visuals are stunning.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW37TyrVpVY
this is the 2nd part of the game ! its great !. Your basic average joe's pinball table only worms themed. I do not enjoy pinball all
that much.. I found Alone with You in my library with no memory of what it was or why I'd bought it. It's a small indie game
with pixel graphics on an alien planet. That's probably what drew me to it. It might not be everyone's cup of tea, but to me, it's
what I love.

Having said that...I can't recommend this game, unfortunately. I wish I could. See, the game introduces itself with this very
interesting concept. You're the last survivor on a terraforming colony planet. With the help of the colony AI you need to rebuild
the escape ship so you can get close enough to a trade route to send a signal for rescue. But neither you nor the AI have the
expertise to solve all the issues required. So your AI uses back up holograms of four dead crew members to help you. As you
search through ruins of settlement buildings for parts, you also find remnants of these people's lives, and you bring them back,
discovering more about who they were and helping them find closure about their last months alive.

What an awesome premise! Sadly, the execution doesn't really do it enough justice. You only get a few fairly-short
conversations with each crew member, so you don't really get to build a very strong relationship with any of them. The dialogue
options are limited to basically “Agree, disagree, maybe”. And your only motive is to keep them happy enough to work on the
ship, so, there's no conflict, really.

You spend most of your time digging through the aforementioned ruins. And this is probably the biggest let down of the game. I
know, what could be boring about digging through ruins? But sadly, the gameplay consists of walking around and pressing the
“interact” button on all the things. There is some light puzzle solving, but it's basically “find the password”, and sadly most of it
doesn't actually make sense. For example, one 4 digit password is comprised of the number “24” taken from a calendar, and the
number “12” taken from a med-kit, but there is no logical reason why anybody would combine those numbers and use them for
a password. They're just, the only 4 numbers you can find anywhere. The one puzzle I found that actually did require some work
actually made me give up on the game altogether.

Why? I guess, by that point I was pretty tired, I wanted to play through just to get to the end, but this puzzle required like, “go
get a notepad” level of keeping track of names and numbers, and I just didn't feel like it had earned it. Later, guiltily, I reopened
the game to give it another shot, but the last save was about an hour before the puzzle, so I quit again.

So in short, cool pixel art, very cool premise and themes, poor character relationship building, poor gameplay, poor puzzles. I
give it 2/5. It might still be worth checking out on sale, if those good points sound like enough to sell it for you.. This locomotive
is amazing! Like really good. One of the best steam locos I've seen from DTG in a long time. Here's what I think in detail.

PROS-
Very detailed model
The whistle is just beautiful
The new controls (steam heat compressor, turbo compressor etc) all work really well just like a real steam loco
Has great sounds.
Very very very high response braking

CONS-
The reverser is glitches and will sometimes accelerate when in 0%
The chuffing sounds don't really sounds very well until you reach about 30mph
Very prone to wheelslip

In total I think this is an amazing loco.nI have created a scenario for it so check that out when possible

Out of 10? This deserves a juicy 9!!. I feel so torn with this game. i was yanking my hair out trying to beat almost every level,
While it has great music and interesting backgrounds that rhythmically went with the tunes, Its very challenging. One of the
hardest games i think i've ever played. I've never been so happy to unlock achievements than i have with this one. I only suggest
if you're a masochist. Seriously though, it was more work than i really wanted to put in. Because im so butthurt that its too
extreme for me i give it a 5\/10.. Dyadic is a challenging and entertaining couch co-op puzzler. The levels progressively become
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more difficult, with increasingly sophisticated puzzles. But every puzzle teaches you lessons that can be potentially applied
toward the next puzzle. Keeping an open mind and being patient allows one to succeed!

The artwork is aesthetically pleasing and the soundtrack works well with each level, making the experience more immersive and
adding depth to the gameplay.

My wife and I really love this game and plan to play it to completion. Kudos to the developers on a job well done as this type of
game is tricky to get just right!

Disclosure: I bought this game on a recent Steam sale for a fraction of its suggested price.
. This game is one of the most stunning looking game i've ever played. This is a nice and chill game to experience if you have
few hours to spend. You can easily complete the a 100% playthrough in about 4-5 hours if you take your time and look carefully
around you. The puzzles are very easy at the beginning and they get more challenging towards the end, but you can solve them
without problems with some decent logic. There is nothing scary about this game, but sometimes the eerie atmosphere is filled
with a strange feeling washing over you. Overall, this game is a great 8/10, not worth the price though. Probably suggest to get it
on sale.. 10 minutes in and I love it. If you are a fan of Breakout, or more recently Wizorb, this is another great game in that
genre. The humor and art style are nice too.
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